In our Foundation Learning Community we have started to introduce CAFÉ reading. CAFÉ reading is a program designed to focus on different areas and skills of reading, they include comprehension, accuracy, fluency and expanding vocabulary. In the Learning Community we have selected books from the library that interest us. Their favourite books to read are Lego, Franklin the turtle and princess books. To create our classroom library the students have sorted the books into their own categories. As a class we have spoken about choosing ‘good fit’ books, reading independently and reading with a partner. When sitting with their partner they make sure they sit elbow to elbow, knee to knee. When reading their books they concentrate on telling the story from the pictures. They can also read books that they have heard before. The students can read their books quietly for 12 minutes without disruption. We aim to reach our goal of 15 minutes in the upcoming weeks. They really enjoy reading their books at any given opportunity.